
Job vacancy: Kitchen assistant and Kashrut monitor for Sadeh Farm

Individual, couple or two friends required to assist with meal preparation and monitor
kashrut at Sadeh Farm from 8th September 2021 to 4th Jan 2022 (with an extended
contract opportunity, subject to performance/needs)

About Sadeh

Sadeh is a farm and environmental community centre based on Jewish values. Our work is focused on

regenerative land practices; cross communal and inclusive Jewish engagement and environmental

education. We are based in Orpington, Kent, just over an hour from the Jewish communities of North

London, Hertfordshire and Hertsmere.

Background

The Sadeh Kitchen is a KLBD licensed, small, vegetarian and vegan catering operation, which provides

delicious, sustainable and kosher food for our farm guests during their stay.  Our maximum service

capacity  is 25 people at each meal, 3 times a day.

We are looking for a Kitchen Assistant and Kashrut Monitor to support our catering team over the

Autumn/Winter season.. This role requires an Orthodox, shomer shabbat and kosher observant

individual/couple/2 friends, with a strong practical understanding of kashrut, to work in our kitchen

alongside our chef. They will be responsible for monitoring our onsite kashrut compliance and be
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supported by a senior KLBD shomer and KLBD CCTV supervision. They will work closely with the chef

to prepare the food,  manage meal service and maintain health and safety standards.

.

No previous catering or shomering experience is required, although would be preferable. Successful

candidates will require an interview with KLBD for approval and will receive KLBD training and level 2

Commercial Kitchen Hygiene training. Female and male candidates 18+ welcome to apply.

This would be an ideal  job for an individual, 2 friends or a couple seeking a unique experience where

they can learn catering/shomering skills and get paid, while spending a glorious season at the

beautiful Sadeh Farm.

Main responsibilities

- Light the ovens

- Oversee food preparation and ensure kashrut requirements are met

- Raise any questions or concerns about kashrut to the KLBD Senior shomer or CCTV

shomering team

- Preparing vegetables in line with KLBD vegetable preparation policy

- Support the chef in sourcing kosher ingredients

- Support the chef in food preparation activities as required

- Support the chef in setting out and clearing meals, including washing up, wiping tables/chairs

and sweeping floor in dining room after all meals

- Maintaining health and safety standards and working with the Chef to ensure the kitchen is

clean at all times.

Hours of Work

The Kitchen Assistant and Kashrut Monitor will need to be available during the kitchen operating hours

including weekends, but have ample free time to enjoy the farm, 7 acres of countryside and onsite

facilities, which include a heated indoor pool.

We offer

> Paid rate based on experience



> Onsite private room accommodation with own bathroom

>Free meals/snacks

>Free veg and farm produce

Apply to: naomi@sadehfarm.co.uk
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